Iod fuse dodge caravan

Dzemo answered 3 years ago. GuruT2QNV answered 2 years ago. The Lumbar and Power Seat
quit working. What could be the possible causes? I have one dealership telling me it is a fuse
and the plastic cover over the switches is causing it to blow, thus I need Went to store came out
van wouldn't start. While trying to start it clicked like battery was dead and flashed no fuse on
the dash. I jumped it right away took it home and shut it off and went back Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. What is the IOD fuse. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Grand Caravan question. Search Dodge Grand
Caravan Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related
Models For Sale. Asked by Wiki User. Without or blowed fuse, the radio would not work, power
locks does not work, accessories light would not work. This information is for a Dodge Grand
Caravan. All fuses are under the hood, next to the battery. The lid has a diagram of locations.
On a Dodge product the IOD fuse is for interior lights, radio memory, MANY people having same
problem after miles. I found this link. I havent had it repaired yet. Tried to get Dodge to pay - but
they couldn't care less. This resets the power lock "computer". We have to do this every weeks.
The iod fuse is blown or removed. The iod fuse under the hood is loose or blown. Those vans
have an issue with a software error in the body computer causing the locks to become
inoperative. Your dealer should be able to update flash the bcm to repair the issue We have the
same problem. The IOD fuse feeds the interior lights, radio, and other interior items. Under hood
fuse box. Fuse box on the left side of the dash. Is labeled IOD. The iod fuse is blown. That is in
the under hood fuse box, it feeds the domelights, radio, etc.. A poor connection for the IOD fuse
in the fuse box under the hood. ThIgnition off draw, iod, fuse is missing or blown in the under
hood fuse box. It powers interior items such as dome lights and radio memory. Check the fuse
in the under hood fuse box labeled IOD. Your dealer should be able to update flash the bcm to
repair the issue. We have the same problem. In the underhood fuse block - blue 15 amp fuse
labeled iod. The ignition off draw fuse is located in the under hood fuse box. It is labeled IOD
and will be inside a plastic holder. The Ignition Off Draw fuse feeds radio memory, interior lights
and items such as power mirrors, etc. Press and hold the trip button until you receive a code.
Release the button and the lights and instruments will go through a reset procedure. After all
lights are done your speedometer should be reset. Input Output Device. In the fuse panel under
the hood next to the battery. It has a black cover that must be removed to see all the fuses. On
the the IOD fuse is in the corner of the fuse panel toward the front corner of the vehicle. Pulling
this fuse and replacing it after waiting five seconds seems to clear the memory in the on-board
computer that controls many of the accessories. We had to do this on my sister-in-laws minivan
when the power door locks quit working. Does a good f super duty have an iod fuse and if so
were is it located. Ask Question. Dodge Grand Caravan. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered Related Questions. Where is the iod fuse in a dodge caravan? What does a 15 amp
fuse labeled iod control? Where is location of iod fuse in a dodge 4x4 pickup? How do you fix
power locks if they don't work on a dodge grand caravan? Why does the word FUSE flash on
the instrument cluster on your dodge neon? Fuse flashes on odometer on dodge neon? On
your Jeep Grand Cherokee laraedo 4. Where is the iod fuse in a Dodge Durango? Where is the
dome light fuse located on a dodge ram? Why would my odometer say fuse in my Dodge Neon?
When a no fuse light comes on the radio goes out on a Dodge Caliber what is the caues? What
does an iod fuse do for a dodge pickup? When it say fuse where odometer is on neon srt4? I
pulled all the fuses and relays on my dodge grand caravan but my power locks still don't work?
Where is the iod fuse in a Jeep Cherokee Sport? Where is the Ignition ON Drain fuse located on
a dodge ram ? What does the IOD fuse control? What does iod fuse control on dodge neon?
Where is the reset on a 01 Dodge Grand Caravan already tried IOD in fuse box Speedometer
rests on the backside of the pin like your going mph but your really stopped? What does IOD
stand for on the fuse box? Where is the Iod fuse location for a caravan? Asked By Wiki User.
How many feet are in seven minutes? What is the difference between margin and margin? Is
Stanley tucci Jewish? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Is making glass
from sand a chemical change? What is black and white and blue all over? Hottest Questions
How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball?
Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant.
Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the
footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By
Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo
Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions Is Daniel

Winston of dancing on ice married? How will you prepare laboratory procedure to verify the
validity of the hypothesis example? What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? How did
Jose rizals parents raise their children? What online sites don't ask for cvv? What religion is
Wilmer Valderrama? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What are the advantages and
disadvantages of on premise catering? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. Vehicles that have not operated for 20 days or more will experience
heavy battery drainage. Before storing a vehicle, remove the IOD fuse to reduce discharge. But
where is the IOD fuse located? Depending on your vehicle model, it may elsewhere, such as
below the steering wheel or dashboard. This article provides a complete guide on the IOD fuse,
including its location in different vehicle types. It also covers its functions, how to remove and
replace it, and tests you can perform. The IOD fuse is a device used to prevent battery
discharge while the vehicle is not in use. The IOD fuse provides overcurrent protection of
electrical circuits that goes through it. A protective clip encases the fuse, which a vehicle owner
can pull up to break the circuit. It is a sacrificial device as it melts or gets burnt when too much
current flows through it. Disconnection is most common during transportation and pre-delivery
storage. Dealer personnel must reconnect the IOD fuse once the car is ready for delivery to
restore its full electrical system operation. The IOD fuse location varies depending on the make
and model of the vehicle. The list below is not exhaustive but should give you a good idea of
where to look for the IOD fuse depending on the car you own:. The Jeep Grand Cherokee has
three fuse boxes. Lehew Tech goes through each, including their location:. When the IOD fuse
blows, it usually produces problematic symptoms and alerts the driver of a potential issue. Take
note of known problematic cars like Dodge Grand Caravans and 1st generation Jeeps with the
old wireless control module spike issue. For Jeeps , the battery drain happens when the
security system goes through a panic attack, or if the WCM metal key blade gets static
electricity buildup and fails to read the transponder. If this step failed, the technician was to
replace the WCM. These vehicles may show symptoms similar to a blown IOD fuse, so it is best
to eliminate all other possible reasons before concluding that the IOD is the cause. For vehicles
with or without electronic automatic transmission, load-leveling suspension, or alarm systems,
test for higher amperage IOD to prevent damage to most milliamp meters. Use a standard volt
test light and a milliamp meter equipped with two leads that can handle up to 2 amps. Once you
have the equipment you need, perform the following:. Getting the IOD fuse out of its clip can be
a bit tricky. Start by removing the housing top to the air filter. To do this, disengage the clips on
the left and the right front sides and the screw that holds the retaining ring. Using a tiny, thin, or
curved-tip screwdriver, pry the tabs on the left side of the opening the plastic hinges on the
right to allow access to the fuse. Pull the fuse with small pliers and make sure not to get the
low-profile fuses. Replace a new IOD fuse in the casing, put the small pla
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stic carrier back on, and close the top of the clip. Reinsert the IOD into the fuse box by pushing
the larger plastic casing back into its original position symmetrically if not done correctly, you
will feel two detents as each side of the fuse holder snaps past the pre-hold position. Then,
check that all accessories and functions are back in working condition. And voila! You have
successfully replaced your blown IOD fuse. It could be on either side of the dashboard or
instrument panel, under the hood, or below the steering wheel. In response to the buying
public's clamor for flexibility brought about by utility machines, Polaris launched the Polaris
Scrambler in From the get-go, this sport-oriented vehicle became a The Polaris Trail Boss
marked the transition of American firm Polaris from being a snowmobile manufacturer to a
producer of four-wheeled all-terrain vehicles. Launched in , the Trail Boss Skip to content.
Continue Reading. Jeep Grand Cherokee. Jeep Grand Cherokee Trailhawk.

